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Unloaded

Posted by Thod - 2012/02/14 07:08
_____________________________________

Recovering at an Indian Restaurant after unloading 11 tonnes of Dwarvenforge.
We still need to sort and organise the boxes. But we will be able to start shipments next week.
Pictures once I'm home. That will be tonight.
Now need to find a Woodland Set in all the boxes to bring home as Valentine present.
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by camoudragon - 2012/02/14 08:32
_____________________________________

11 tonnes of DF!!!! That would be a big set up if you use all of it....
Welcome to europe DF and good luck!!!!!
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Pusherman - 2012/02/14 11:30
_____________________________________

Jeepers... 11 tonnes. Well done on getting it all unloaded though. I think if i gave my wife a present of
the woodland set i would be in the dog house for a while, she just isn't interested.
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Thod - 2012/02/14 13:33
_____________________________________

Back home and shattered. Not sure I manage tonight to upload photos.
Hardly managed to get the few boxes that fitted in my car (already for Tactica) down the single flight of
steps.
Not even sure I'm I'm the mood to unpack my own new sets.
Who needs a Gym membership.
2Pusherman - yes I'm lucky and it was her suggestion.
============================================================================
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Re:Unloaded

Posted by Dwarf - 2012/02/15 01:51
_____________________________________

Thod,
are you going to be on the Tactica? Will you be selling those new DoE Sets (since Pre Order will be
open by then)? I will be there on saturday and if so (and I knew the price) I might be able to relieve you
of some of those.
That would be a REALLY nice convention treat and it certainly would make my day. Especially since the
6 pre-ordered sets won't arrive by this saturday for my Pathfinder campaign as I was hoping they would.
- Dwarf
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by David Wasilewski - 2012/02/15 04:13
_____________________________________

I see you have joined the Ant reenactment society. (pick up something heavy, move it to here, go back,
repeat......)
Good to hear its all landed safely.
I will be placing my DoE order with you as soon as it's possible on the EU Website!
Dave
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Silvenger - 2012/02/15 06:14
_____________________________________

Days are going... And hype is growing...
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by HeroQuestFrance - 2012/02/15 06:55
_____________________________________

same here : i wait for the "order" button ... DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE
DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE ... it runs in my head ..... DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE DOE
DOE DOE DOE DOE ...
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============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Thod - 2012/02/15 07:07
_____________________________________

Dwarf
I will bring some with me to Tactica. Best to let me know ahead how many. I currently have 5 at home
and plan to go back up to Otherworld early next week. But my capacity is limited. Don't have a van and
realised how little fits in my Octavia.
I will optimise stacking and I will have no passenger. That is also a few sets more.
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Dwarf - 2012/02/15 07:20
_____________________________________

Thod,
that sounds excellent. Do you have a price already? It depends on that how many I will take. I presume,
you will also bring the limited corridor with you? In case I or someone else can afford 3 sets ;-)
- Dwarf
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Stefan - 2012/02/15 17:19
_____________________________________

Thod wrote:
Back home and shattered. Not sure I manage tonight to upload photos.
Hardly managed to get the few boxes that fitted in my car (already for Tactica) down the single flight of
steps.
Not even sure I'm I'm the mood to unpack my own new sets.
Who needs a Gym membership.
2Pusherman - yes I'm lucky and it was her suggestion.
Indian food, That's funny! It's what I always ate after unloading in th first few years of Dwarven Forge...I
had an Art Studio in Queens, NY (L.I.C.) and around the corner was a great greasy spoon indian place
called Punjabi...a place where late night cab drivers used to go, so you knew it was good...
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I would gather a few friends, pay them $20 an hour and afterwards, go out, on me:) The container used
to show up, and we would fill the small elevator to the ceiling, ride it to the 3rd floor studio...it took about
7-8 trips...one time, in the heat of summer, the elevator was on the out....only 3 of us
working...ahhh...those were the days...who needs a Gym! We have containers!
Seriously, you must be very excited, as I was back in the day! I shipped everything myself, and knew
most of my repeat customers by name...it was fun...heck, it's still fun, just in a different way...
Welcome to the obsession and the muscle pains!
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Silvenger - 2012/02/18 08:34
_____________________________________

Just two days until the "D-day" I just can't imagine the moment that my order status' turns on "shipped".
That day the hype will go unleashed.
Apologizes for my madness, understand me, it's my very first DF set!
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Thod - 2012/02/18 09:09
_____________________________________

Silvenger wrote:
Just two days until the "D-day" I just can't imagine the moment that my order status' turns on "shipped".
That day the hype will go unleashed.
Apologizes for my madness, understand me, it's my very first DF set!
You are welcome :) I still think the very first order is the best.
It has taken me 6 years exactly today (see somewhere an older blog when I was asked by the London
Dungeoneer to take over European distribution) to reach this point.
I can't wait for all to go out as well and to get feedback once it arrives.
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Silvenger - 2012/02/18 11:12
_____________________________________

Thod wrote:
Silvenger wrote:
Just two days until the "D-day" I just can't imagine the moment that my order status' turns on "shipped".
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That day the hype will go unleashed.
Apologizes for my madness, understand me, it's my very first DF set!
You are welcome :) I still think the very first order is the best.
It has taken me 6 years exactly today (see somewhere an older blog when I was asked by the London
Dungeoneer to take over European distribution) to reach this point.
I can't wait for all to go out as well and to get feedback once it arrives.
Wow! Yours has been a very long journey, but the reward is worth of it!
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Silvenger - 2012/02/21 09:17
_____________________________________

Hey guys! Something new about the shipping? Are the polystone wonders already travelling? :-D~~
============================================================================

Re:Unloaded

Posted by Thod - 2012/02/21 12:39
_____________________________________

Silvenger wrote:
Hey guys! Something new about the shipping? Are the polystone wonders already travelling? :-D~~
Hi Silvenger
I just send an update to everyone who ordered. We are 2 days behind where I thought we should be by
now.
The update 'send to warehouse' is not truly correct as all the sets are out of the storage containers
already. But it didn't allow me to select something better fitting. We needed to do major reshuffling of
boxes as they arrived only partly ordered and some sets went 'missing' behind other boxes.
Sorry for everyone who ordered early that it is not helping you that now future orders should go
smoother.
The next message you should get is a 'shipping' update.
Thod
============================================================================
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